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Northglenn Wastewater Treatment Facility Headworks & Clarifier Project 
Category 5: Best Building Project, Specialty Contractor ($2M - $6M) 
Weifield Group Contracting 
 
Extensive work has been performed and is currently in process at the City of Northglenn 

Wastewater Treatment Plant, an aging facility located nine miles north of the city in Weld 

County—in order for Northglenn to offer the best wastewater service possible to its residents, at 

the lowest possible cost. The plant treats an average of 3.5 million gallons of wastewater each 

day; the waste transport process from homes or businesses to the treatment plant is complex and 

includes a series of pumps and lift stations before it reaches the plant for treatment and 

disinfection. The system also requires periodic upgrades to treat wastewater in accordance with 

federal standards. The plant’s numerous improvements, totaling $13M in 2017 alone and 

including Weifield’s Headworks & Clarifier project that began in the summer of 2016, were 

essential to helping the city meet regulations for wastewater treatment and improve treated water 

quality.  

 

The scope of this project included: 

• Construction of a headworks facility with mechanical screening, grit removal/handling, and 

odor control 

• A complete electrical system including a new 3,200-amp service with a new 1,500KW diesel 

fuel standby generator for emergency power, an automatic transfer switch (ATS), a motor 

control center (MCC), and variable frequency drives (VFDs) 

• Instrumentation including magnetic flowmeters, pressure transducers, level transmitters, 

dissolved oxygen probes, and relay level switches to monitor integration into the existing 

SCADA system 

• A new site duct bank system including fiber optic communication and power distribution 

• A new 3,000 sq. ft. administration building including office space and a laboratory area, with 

future expansion capabilities 

 

Solutions of Special Projects 

In total, Weifield executed 8,283 hours on this project; key to our success was the fact that 
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Weifield superintendent, Mike Baltazar, promoted seamless teamwork by choosing team 

members who were experienced with wastewater projects and had worked together extensively.  

 

Baltazar and general contractor superintendent, Curtis Graves from Moltz Construction, worked 

in tandem to keep pace. As a result of their continuous communication, our combined team 

ended up a month ahead on several project phases—which proved valuable when other 

subcontractors delayed the overall schedule. 

 

Our team led and participated in numerous meetings each week to foster collaboration and keep 

everyone informed, including weekly progress meetings with the GC/owner/operators, 

design/VE meetings with the GC and owner, frequent safety trainings with the overall team—as 

well as Weifield’s twice-daily huddles with safety reviews. 

 

The main challenges involved three new system swap-overs that occurred during the project—

encompassing numerous man hours and over two dozen methods of procedure (MOPs), in total. 

 

Changing to a New Headworks System 

The new headworks building addition was needed so that sewage could be transported directly 

into the plant via underground pipes for processing, without first being deposited into lagoons. 

This project was the biggest challenge, as Weifield had to keep the entire plant ‘live’ at all times, 

with the exception of two critical pre-planned shutdowns. The first shutdown occurred during the 

headworks facility construction; the process was supposed to be completed within an eight-hour 

window and Weifield was at the plant for 35 continuous hours to plan and perform the shutdown 

successfully. 

 

New Controls System Swap-Over 

The second and largest shutdown involved the plant’s primary pumps and a swap-over of a new 

PLC to control the new buckets and systems—an effort spanning seven total days and involving 

1,000 points of termination. The actual outage lasted 20 hours but it was a 26-hour continuous 

effort for Weifield to perform this shutdown, executed in sequences. Weifield took three primary 

pumps offline to perform the work, switching to three backup pumps—after the three primary 
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pumps were brought back online, the crew awaited plant approval before moving on to the next 

set of three. Baltazar wrote a detailed Method of Procedure (MOP) for this phase, one of the 

most complicated he has executed in his career.  

 

A Replacement Blower System 

The last time-sensitive installation involved a blower system that needed replacement; Weifield 

had twelve hours to add a new control panel for the 600HP blower as well as perfectly link it to 

the master control panel PLCs & MCCs. This particular area of the plant had live bacteria in the 

water which consumed the wastewater’s organic matter; this area could only be shut down for 

four hours at a time before the blower had to turn back on to re-oxygenate the bacteria for 

another six hours. Weifield navigated this complexity effectively to install the new system and 

bring it back online within the allocated timeframe. 

 

Said Manuel Freyre, City of Northglenn Chief Plant Officer: “Weifield did an excellent job and 

exceeded my expectations. Whenever we had plant shutdowns, they always made sure they 

planned ahead; they did their homework before they did anything—and that’s what really set the 

tone of the project. Weifield’s input was amazing.” 

 

Excellence in Project Execution and Management/Team Approach 

Weifield saved over 1,000 hours on the schedule due to efficiencies gained in the project’s seven 

phases. The new administration building was over budget by $250K, so our team value-

engineered the electrical package to save $80K by eliminating certain security systems, securing 

better fixture rates, and simplifying controls. Weifield also installed tele data stubs in the walls 

for future expansion and leveraged our experience to meet the owner’s LED standards for 

lighting control and occupancy. 

 

Because the owner was highly attuned to aesthetics and Weifield’s work was exposed, we took 

great care in the layout of our conduit. Our work was also located in classified areas, so we 

underwent rigorous inspections on a continual basis by third parties, city electricians, and 

engineers—our pre-planning focus helped to make the inspections seamless. 
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Said Ray Reling, City of Northglenn Utilities Manager: “With the way that issues arose on this 

project and how quickly Weifield responded to them, even after finishing the job—I was 

impressed with their professionalism. The word I have to describe Weifield is 

‘responsiveness’…Weifield was always there and the information was free-flowing. They were 

an amazing contractor.” 

 
Innovations/State-of-the-Art Advancement  

Weifield utilized our industry-leading technologies, including Bluebeam, CAD, and iPads, to 

foster continuous collaboration and project excellence. We also created more usability and 

‘future-proofed’ the plant with respect to future expansions and maintenance, while helping the 

city fine-tune their plant with respect to motor/flow rates and switch-on capabilities—none of 

which was in the project scope. 

 

As we installed our systems, we kept top-of-mind how the plant would maintain the equipment 

in the future and made as many modifications as possible to benefit the owner. In hazardous 

locations, the team took installations to the next level with respect to maintenance; an example is 

the force main termination vault which housed several measurement instruments. This vault area 

had no access without closing the influent flow of the plant; Weifield developed a means of 

installation that ensured no one would need to descend into the vault to perform maintenance in 

the future—a true value-add. 

 

Environmental/Safety  

Safety was critical as there were numerous confined spaces, hazardous materials, and moving 

parts. Weifield spent an average of 1.5 hours on safety, per day, and followed our comprehensive 

Project Safety Plan (PSP) to help protect our crew and others from potential safety and health 

hazards.  

 

Weifield’s safety manager regularly performed site-specific safety trainings and our team 

participated in regular safety trainings initiated by the GC, the City, and Baltazar. Special safety 

gear was utilized for this project—and each crew member was required to have another person 

working with them at all times and disinfect all areas, daily, to mitigate the sewage risk. 
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Fortifying our safety posture was the fact that all of Weifield’s crew members are OSHA 10 

Hour-certified; a designated ‘green vest’ safety representative was also on-site to advise the crew 

on safety issues. 

 

Client Service Excellence 

The project ended early and under budget due to the team’s attention to schedule, innovation, 

pre-planning, and quality. As a result of our efforts on this project, Weifield earned the plant’s 

service contract and multiple other projects with Moltz Construction. 

 

Said Graves: “Weifield far surpassed my expectations. The way this project was set up which 

required going back and tying into the existing facilities, executing big shutdowns, and adding an 

ATS and generator – to do that, there’s a lot of coordination required to keep the existing plant 

going while getting the new equipment tied in. Weifield did a great job with their procedures and 

were always well-prepared before the shutdowns so they went smoothly.”  

  

“This was my first project in the wastewater industry and Weifield set the bar high. They were 

reachable at any hour of day and night—and when we did our main swap-out, we spent 30 

continuous hours at the plant. It was nice to see that they troubleshot everything until it was up 

and running. There aren’t many subcontractors like Weifield,” said Freyre. 
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